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In-
Kongruenzen zu suchen. Schönberg war mit Wagners Musik offenbar in so hohem Maße ver-
traut, daß weitere Assoziationen oder Entlehnungen aus dem gleichen Bereich nahelagen. Die 
intuitive oder planvolle Wahl des neu eingeführten Akkords ließe sich etwa so motivieren: die 
von Wagner vorgeprägte Klangfolge führt zu einer weniger gespannten, faßlicheren Konfron-
tation von Dominante und Tonika als die entsprechend mögliche Auflösung des Fünfklangs. 
Dessen Verwendung hätte außerdem das Lied allzu offensichtlich in sich abgeschlossen. Die 
scheinbare Unstimmigkeit dagegen erweitert den Skopus der Komposition, leitet trotz musi-
kalischer Reprise den Zusammenhang aus den Grenzen des Liedes heraus, erlaubt quasi der 
Phantasie, sich in Analogie zum Gedicht über das unmittelbare Geschehen zu erheben. 
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Richard Thomas Beck 
THE SOURCES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF 'DIE GLÜCKLICHE HAND' 
'Die Glückliche Hand', the second of Schoenberg's operas, dates from the years 1910-13, 
and is a work of crucial importance for the understanding of the composer's subsequent devel-
opment. Not only does it foreshadow the later 'Die Jakobsleiter' , but in reaching out into 
related artistic fields it brings together for the first time in Schoenberg' s career a number 
of threads that were to greatly influence him as man and creator. The story is simple in con-
tent and construction, clearly conceived as an allegorical fable dealing with the struggle of 
the artist to renounce worldly in favour of transcendental success. This theme undoubtedly 
finds its finest expression in 'Moses und Aron', but 'Die Glückliche Hand' is the first of his 
works in which these ideas find something like their final form. Schoenberg was of course not 
the only artistic thinker to concern himself with such existential questions, and the recognition 
of the nature of the problem led him to a way-out of the apparent musical "impasse", to the 
evolution of the 12-tone system. Like other composers of his time, he occupied himself not 
only with music, but also poetry, painting and philosophy. Among those who most influenced 
him were Richard Dehmel, strindberg and the mystic Swedenborg (via Balzac's novel 'Sera-
phita' ), the painters Kandinsky and Kokoschka. stefan George, whose poetry Schoenberg had 
set in 'Das Buch der hängenden Gärten' (1908-09),proved ultimately too shallow and limiting 
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for what the composer required, and it was the mixture of temporal sensuality and transcen-
dental longing in Dehmel that more directly appealed to him, in particular the stress on truth, 
faith and self-reliance, the power of the inner self and the facing of pain and unhappiness from 
which redemption will follow. In the same way Balzac's 'Seraphita' opposes the superiority 
of faith in the transcendental to the longing for temporal satisfaction, an approach which is 
also found in Dehmel, strinclberg and Kandinsky. Nietzsche, with his revaluation of all values, 
had already questioned the philosophical assumptions upon which the structure of society, and 
so that of art, had rested, rejecting the comparatively stable world-view which had reached 
a peak in Hegel's work, and he had presented man as an irrational being occupying no specially 
favoured position in the cosmos. Lüe, insisted Nietzsche, is based on appearences, error 
and deception. The Austrian philosopher-scientist Ernst Mach went even further and abandoned 
the concept of an objective understanding of a finite world and of a stable ego in favour of 
world-picture determined only by the sensations experienced by the individual. Thus the world 
is understood only in relationship to ourselves and "all that is valuable is the discovery of 
functional relationships, and that what we know is merely the dependence of experiences on 
one another." These ideas are clearly reflected in th~ essentially subjective attitude to the 
world and its problems which Schoenberg preaches in 'Die Glückliche Hand', and later in 
'Moses und Aron', where the personal and intuitive take pride of place over seeming reason 
and logic. 
Nietzsche's and Mach's ideas enjoyed great prestige in the early years of this century and 
are further reflected in such works as Hofmannsthal's 'Chandos-Brief' of 1902, in which the 
poet describes how words have become meaningless to him, and in Schnitzler's 'Leutnant 
Gustl' , an interior monologue which presents the world solely through the thoughts of its 
(anti-)hero. Schoenberg makes use of this device in 'Erwartung' and to a hardly lesser ex-
tent in 'Die Glückliche Hand', both products of what we may call Viennese Impressionism, a 
Weltanschauung in which the individual, and therefore also the artist, was isolated from the 
world about him, without faith or hope. The central message of Balzac's 'Seraphita', "to leap 
the gulf we cannot fathom", to replace destructive reason by creative faith, logic by intuition 
and to rely on what Kandinsky referred to a "inner necessitiy", is also the motivating and 
moral force behind both these short operas. 
From strindberg and the painter Kokoschka Schoenberg derived valuable ideas as to how to 
present his artistic credo in stage-terms. The dream-like atmosphere of such pieces as 
strinclberg's 'The Ghost Sonata' or 'A Dream Play', with their semi-abstract characters 
(e. g. The stranger, or The student) is caught in both Schoenberg operas, as are the stylistic 
curiosities of Kokoschka's strange dramas, with their telegraphic language, the irrationality 
of their contents and the sophisticated use of lighting effects. Indeed, colour had come to 
take on an importance in its own right, independent of any objective representation, and this 
nowhere more so than in the work of Schoenberg's friend Kandinsky. He too rejected the 
"nightmare of materialism" and felt that the artist had no choice but to "turn his gaze from 
externals in onto himself". Both Schoenberg and Kandinsky repudiated form "when it set 
itself up as an aesthetic in its own right" and they regarded art not merely as presenting 
events or objects that create an impression, but as presenting the "impression itself ... 
art' s highest achievement is concerned with the presentation of inner nature. " (Both quota-
tions from the 'Harmonielehre'.) These impressions were to be contained within a system 
of functional relationships, (to use the term found frequently in the writings of Hofmannsthal, 
Mach, Schoenberg and Kandinsky) and which about a decade after the completion of 'Die Glück-
liche Hand' were realized in the so-called 12-tone technique. Kandinsky's writings, particu-
larly his book 'Concerning the Spiritual in Art' and his play 'Der gelbe Klang', clearly in-
fluenced Schoenberg in the literary and colour symbolism of 'Die Glückliche Hand' . 
That colour had from the outset of Schoenberg' s atonal phase been important to him is 
clearly indicated by such pieces as 'Farben' from op. 16 (1909) and the whole theory of what 




Hand', are two of the major works of what we must call Viennese Impressionism, the pro-
duct of a philosophy admitting only a subjective knowledge of the world and af man, unstable, 
incomprehensible and aimless. How extreme the crisis of communication had become can 
be gauged from Schoenberg's long silence during and in the years following the First World 
War, but also from some of his pupil, Anton Webern's miniatures of this period. lt was a 
way out of the dilemma that Schoenberg sought, and that way, as Ernst Mach hat already sug-
gested, was "the discovery of functional relationships", something that gradually became 
clear to Schoenberg during the period of his near-silence, in the composition of his songs 
op. 22 (1913-16) and even more so in the unfinished 'Die Jakobsleiter', begun in 1917, the 
first work of his to attempt the use of what was later to become the 12-note row. In his own 
analysis of the songs op. 22 Schoenberg states that "one must provide each tiniest element -
as in an aphorism, or in lyric poetry, with such a wealth of relationships to all other com-
ponent elements, that the smallest reciprocal change of position will bring forth as many new 
shapes as might elsewhere be found in the richest development sections." While in the years 
of atonality immediately before the First World War a text, or at least some dramatic con-
tent, frequently served to provide some kind of mould into which the seemingly meaningless 
vocabularies of musical Impressionism could be poured, it is significant that once Schoen-
berg had arrived at a way out of the musical impasse the text became far less important as 
the basis of a composition. The vocabulary had been regenerated and given new life, functional 
relationships created, and music endowed with new meaning. The crutch of a text was now 
longer required. After 'Die Glückliche Hand', unifying, as it does, all the musical and philo-
sophical problems of the time, Schoenberg became fully aware of the true nature of the dü-
ficulties that he faced and could begin the search for a solution. The solution he found, it 
hardly need be said, proved one of the most far-reaching discoveries in the history of music 
as an art-form. 
Klaus Wolfgang Niemöller 
KLASSISCHE FORMSYNTHESE IM 1. SATZ VON SCHÖNBERGS 3. STREICHQUARTETT 
Als Schönberg in den 1920er Jahren die ersten Werke vorführte, die er mit der neuartigen 
Zwölftontechnik komponierte, traten die Aufhebung jeglicher Tonalität und die Emanzipation 
der Dissonanz in der Beurteilung so in den Vordergrund, daß das wiedergewonnene Vermö-
gen, mit Hilfe der neuen Technik größere Formgebilde zu schaffen, kaum gewürdigt wurde. 
Gerade auf dem Gebiet der Form ließ Schönberg den Faden zur musikgeschichtlichen Ver-
gangenheit nicht abreißen. Webern1 meinte 1932 sogar: "Also das wollen wir festhalten, 
über die Formen der Klassiker sind wir nicht hinaus." Jede Neuheit erscheint zunächst als 
Antithese zum Gewohnten und Gültigen, solange bis die inneren zusammenhänge mit dem 
geschichtlich Vorausgehenden bloßgelegt und bewußt gemacht werden. Zum Teil erst aus dem 
Nachlaß wurde mehr und mehr deutlich, in welchem Maße Schönberg seine Position inner-
halb einer kontinuierlichen musikgeschichtlichen Entwicklung sah, einer Tradition verbun-
den, ja verpflichtet. Schon 1923, als er gerade in op. 25 und 26 sein neues Kompositionsver-
fahren mit zwölf Tönen anwandte, schrieb er in einem Brief (1958, S. 104): "Ich lege nicht 
so sehr Gewicht darauf, ein musikalischer Bauernschreck zu sein, als vielmehr ein natür-
licher Fortsetzer richtig verstandener, guter alter Tradition. " In einem Artikel über 'Natio-
nale Musik' von 1931 stellte er zutreffend fest2 : "Es ist merkwürdig, daß noch niemand be-
achtet hat, daß in meiner Musik . . . eine Kunst vorliegt, die . . . durchaus den Traditionen 
der deutschen Musik entsprungen ist. - Ich maße mir das Verdienst an, wahrhaft neue Mu-
sik geschrieben zu haben, welche, wie sie auf der Tradition beruht, zur Tradition zu wer-
den bestimmt ist." 1937 schließlich schrieb er in dem berühmten Brief an Slonimsky: "Ich 
persönlich hasse es, als Revolutionär bezeichnet zu werden, da ich es nicht bin. Was ich 
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